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Your National Staff:  

Stewards: Vicki Earnshaw and Mike Hoke     

Timing: Simon Pontin    

Scrutineers:  Joel Nannis, Mark Gohlke, Lori Schutz, Steve Coomes 

The Potomac PCA Region has made an incredible effort to make this happen, please thank 
them. As you already know the requirements on us all are significantly different.  I ask 
your help and consideration as we get back to racing.  PCA Potomac Region is requiring 
masks when indoors, so please bring a mask.  Social events, registration, and meetings will 
all be held outdoors.  Please read this entire document, it’s not as long as it looks.  
Please read the Race Start and Double Yellow procedures a second time. 

Contact with your Steward at this event should be via Email: summit@pcaclubracing.org  
This email goes directly to the Steward and will be monitored during the event by the 
Steward and the Steward’s assistant.  Do not come to the tower unless you are bringing 
video or have been invited. 

Vicki Earnshaw and Mike Hoke 
PCA Club Racing Chief National Stewards 
 
General Information: 

 The Rules for Club Racing are in effect as soon as you arrive at the track. 

 The driver’s meeting on Friday is Mandatory.  Saturday is an optional Q&A. Optional 
Enduro Crew meeting on Sunday. 

 First Practice Etiquette:  Please give others time to orient themselves to this track.  
We have rookie candidates at this event, please be considerate of them. Be aware, 
some drivers have not driven here before.  Please use the 1st practice session as an 
opportunity to get your head back into racing, but please, there is no need to contest 
corners in the first practice, for example.  As always use good judgement. 

 Yellow Flag is the track condition during the first lap of each practice session. 

 If possible, Green Flag is the track condition for all laps during qualifying. 

 Exit the track quickly when your session is over – no parade laps. 
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 Pit speed limit is always 35 MPH 

 Your Points Races are all three races. 

 Radio channel for the Steward to communicate to teams: 464.8250 251 DPL. 

 There is NO longer an Automatic Black Flag for any spin or 4 wheels off during any 
practice session.  Carefully re-enter the track and continue your session. 

 Please acknowledge black flags.  It’s very helpful if we know you have seen the flag. 

 Passing under yellow penalty.  If your car-number is shown on the number board 
displayed by the scrutineer at black flag, you have been observed passing under yellow.  
You have 30 minutes to dispute that call by providing video to your Steward.  If the 
call stands there is a 6-position grid penalty in practice sessions, and a 1 lap penalty in a 
race.  Passing under waving yellow can result in a 13/13. 

 Flag observance.  If you have questions regarding the use of any flag or anything else 
about this event, come to the drivers meeting with your question. 

 

Track Specific Information: 

 Blend Line Issue: When re-entering the track from the pits, BEWARE, you are entering 
the track well down the main straight and cars are coming at you at high speed AND 
there is a dip in the track so they may not be able to see you.  Stay right all the way to 
turn 1 and you clearly understand the traffic behind you.   

 Sound limit is 103db and may be enforced. The sound level meter is on the left side of 
the track 3/4 way down the front straight.                                               

 Where things are at Summit Point: 

A. The Black Flag Station is on your right when you exit the track halfway down the 
hot pit lane, look for instructions/information as you exit the track. 

B. The timing loop at this track is located directly under the starters stand and is 
marked on the track clearly. The timing loop determines results. The timing loop is 
past all the pits, so you cannot take the checker by crossing the timing loop in the 
pits. 

C. Impound will be held at tech located near the classroom building, your Scrut will 
direct you. 
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D. The scales are open most of the day.  They are located at tech.  

E. Medical location is an Ambulance in in the EMS lot near Pit Out. There is a new 
(2019) medical protocol: The medical sign off is changed so that the Driver may 
indicate that they went to medical or they chose to decline medical evaluation.  
There is no longer a required sign off by the EMT’s or track physician.  This should 
solve the problem we frequently encounter where the EMT’s do not wish to sign off 
drivers or are not allowed to sign off drivers by their employers.  It is still our 
position that going for medical evaluation is the proper action, this is unchanged.  
The driver however has this choice.  If any racer is taken to hospital for any 
reasons by anyone, race related or not, please notify your Steward. 

F. Checker for practice sessions location is at TURN-7.  See track map below (page 
12). 

G. Checker for races and qualifying is at the starter stand. 

H. Enduro pit closed sign, TURN-9 

I. Practice starts will race to the yellow flag at TURN-7. 

J. Number Boards located at TURN-7&SF.  

K. Race fuel is available at the track.  93 and 100 octane unleaded, 110 octane leaded.  
There is a new Fuel Station (easier on the splitters) 

L. A Thank you to Perer Krause  (www.peterkrause.net) For the Virtual Track 
Walk 
http://www.peterkrause.net/Krause_%26_Associates_LLC/Track_Wisdom_
files/Summit%20Point%20Potomac%20PCA%20Club%20Race%20Mini%20VT
W%20V5.pdf 

 
Grid location is similar to past Summit Point events.  Please come to grid early. Friday 
morning is practice and we need to practice gridding you.   

Concession Hours Onsite (Chez Summit): 

FRIDAY: 7:30-2 full service and then until 4 for ice and beverages 
SATURDAY: 7:30-2 full service and then until 4 for ice and beverages 
SUNDAY: 7:30-2 full service 
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Your Weekend Sessions 

How Grid Position is Established 

 Practice 1: first come first served 

 Practice 2: best lap time from P1 

 Qualifying: best lap time from P2 

 Practice starts: best lap time from qualifying 

 Sprint 1: best lap time from qualifying 

 Sprint 2: best lap time from S1 

 Enduro: best lap time from S1 OR S2 

Qualifying and Grid: 

 Grid Calls, 1st@15min, 2nd@10min, Grid closes at 5min. Get to grid early.  

 Your qualifying session is your third session Saturday and is on your schedule as 
“Qualifying”.   

 Your qualifying and races are on the clock, so the number of laps is as time allows. 

 Qualifying is under green flag condition. The track is green as soon as you enter the 
track, so no games, no side-to-side swerving, that’s blocking, you may be black flagged. 

Practice Starts & Fun Race  

How the practice starts, and fun race will be conducted:   

 The pace car will lead the field onto the track where a splitter will direct you to a side 
for a 2 by 2 race start.    

 When the pace car lights go out its a message to you that the pace car will be 
accelerating away from the field. When the pace car leaves the field, the pole sitter 
maintains pace car speed until a green flag starts the race. 

 You will race to Turn 7 where a waving yellow flag is displayed.   

 You now form up 2 by 2 behind the current leader.   
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 Leader will lead the field to the starter at approximately 55mph for a second start.   

 You again race to Turn 7 and again form up 2 by 2 behind the leader.   

 Leader will approach the starter at approximately 55mph for third and final start.   

 The length of the fun race after the third practice start is as time allows.   

 Race to the checkered flag. 

 However, the starter may wave off any start if cars are not formed up correctly. If 
this happens, proceed to turn 7 and form up correctly for another start. The pole 
sitter maintains a constant 55mph approaching the starter for another start or wave 
off. 

Sprint Races  

 Length of the race is scheduled to be 30 minutes from green flag to checker but may 
change based on conditions. 

 See procedures - below 

 Have fun – Be safe 

Enduro  

Length of Race is 90 Minutes.    

 Pit stalls are available on a “first come first served” basis.  There is no sign-up sheet.  
Teams with multiple cars should schedule their pit stops and use the minimum 
necessary pit stalls. 

 Pits closed: during 1st 15 Min, and during a double yellow, and the last 10 minutes.   

 There is a mandatory 5-minute pit stop after the first 15 minutes and before the last 
10 minutes. 

 No pit stops inside 10 min because pits are closed. 

 Refueling – no spilling, aim extinguisher at driver. 

 No Stopping at pit out 

 You must complete 1 green flag lap after a pace car lap before your timed pit stop can 
begin.  
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 Do not linger at the pit wall next to track.  You may go to the wall and give info to 
driver, but return as soon as you are done. 

 Hot pit rules – no shorts. Closed toed shoes and shirts are required. No minors allowed, 
obey pit personnel. 

 Questions? 1 - Read Enduro protocol, 2 - consult scruts, 3 - email the Steward. 

 

 

Racing Procedures  

Race Starts:  

 The pole sitter declares which side he will start from.  A splitter will split the field for 
a side-by-side race start.  

 A pace car will be designated to lead the field to the starter.   
 The pace car will display flashing lights and proceed at a speed designated by the race 

Steward.  The designated speed may be varied as the pace car proceeds around the 
track.  For example, the pace car may proceed slowly at first to allow cars on grid to 
reach the race surface.  The pace car may then increase speed at the direction of the 
Steward.  

 When the flashing lights on the pace car go out it is an indication that the pace car will 
leave the field and cede leadership of the field to the pole sitter.  For a variety of 
reasons, it is possible there may be two or more pace car laps. 

 The speed of the pace car when it leaves the field is the starting speed and is 
designated by the Steward.  The pole sitter maintains this speed and may not 
increase speed when approaching Start. 

 When the starter displays the green flag, the track is green everywhere and all racers 
begin to race. 

 Should there be a “wave off” the pole sitter may increase speed and lead the field 
around the track to reform for another start.  The pole sitter will gather the field by 
resuming pace car speed allowing the field to correctly reform for another start 
attempt. 

 All racers are expected to approach the starter in formation, not breaking formation 
until the green flag is shown. Racers that break formation may be penalized with a stop 
and go penalty once the race starts.     
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Double Yellow Flags:   

  Double yellow flags are displayed at all flag stations when a pace car is dispatched. 
 The pace car will display flashing lights to alert racers.    
 Upon seeing the double yellow the race leader will safely lower speed to approximately 

pace car speed, this will create a “gap” in front of the leader where the pace car may 
be safely dispatched.  

 All other racers will lower their speed to a quick but safe speed that will demonstrate 
to the corner workers that the driver is in total control and is not racing.  This is often 
described as 7/10’s. When you approach the incident, it is appropriate to lower speed 
further creating a perfectly safe passing of the incident, then return to 7/10’s to 
catch the field. 

 It is the responsibility of all drivers to catch up to the cars proceeding slowly behind 
the pace car.  There is no passing under a double yellow so no parade laps please.  Catch 
the field, safely. 

 All cars line up single file behind the pace car and drive the “line” of the pace car.   
 The pace car may vary its speed at the direction of the Steward and often will proceed 

at a slow speed near the incident. 
 When the pace car lights go out the pace car will leave the field and the pole sitter will 

approach start at pace car speed.  This is a single file restart. 
 During a race restart the leader may not pass the pace car before it gets behind the 

pit wall. 
 It is possible, especially in Enduros, that the leader does not know they are the leader.  

Flag stations with number boards may display the leader’s number.   
 During any race the pace car may be dispatched into a safe gap, joining on-track 

traffic but not in front of the leader.  In this situation the pace car will motion cars to 
pass the pace car until the pace car has position in front of the race leader.  The cars 
that were motioned to pass the pace car will proceed at a safe but quick speed around 
the track to catch the field behind the pace car 
 

Red Flag: 
Pull safely to the side of the track, stop on track as soon as reasonably possible, and await 
directions.  Any racer who ignores a Red Flag Condition will be disqualified from the 
session without points/lap times or dismissed from the Event without points/lap times for 
that session at the Stewards discretion. 

Other PCA Flags:  
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Green: Start of session or race, course is clear. 

Yellow:  

 Standing: Caution. Stationary hazard ahead, no passing.  

 Waving: Danger, slow down safely, no passing.  

 NOTE: You may not pass after the yellow flag until after the reason for the flag 
has been passed and you are sure that there are no further incidents between that 
point and the next flag station which is not displaying a yellow flag.  

 Double: Pace car will be entering the track 

White: Emergency, service or slow-moving vehicle on the course.  

Blue/Yellow Diagonal: Information flag. Competitor may be trying to pass you or a much 
faster car is approaching.  Check your mirrors.  

Black/Orange Disc: Your car may have a mechanical fault. Stop at the Black Flag impound 
and see the National Scrutineer.  

Yellow/Red Stripes: Slippery surface or debris on the track.  

Black:  

 (closed/furled ‐ from starter’s stand and/or Black Flag station) - Warning.  You are 
driving over‐aggressively or unsafely.  

 (open ‐ from starter’s stand and/or Black Flag station) ‐ Stop at Black Flag impound 
and see National Scrutineer.  

 (open ‐ from all corners) ‐ Session is halted.  Reduce speed safely, no passing, stop 
racing. Pull into hot pits and follow directions.  No work on cars allowed until flag 
condition is green during a race.  Cars may pull out of line to pit wall but no work on 
car until green.  During PRACTICE may work on car and go to back of field to 
reenter track.  

Checkered: Finish of session or race.  

Other Important Procedure Information and Reminders: 
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 Blocking – HEY, this is PCA Club Racing – play fair.  Do not impede your fellow PCA 
racer.  Your Steward will be aware of your driving behavior, the corner workers love to 
tell us all about your driving skills. 

 Any Black Flag infraction (including Black Flags given on the last lap) requires stopping 
at the Black Flag station in the hot pits to talk with the National Scrutineer.  

 Incident procedure: You have the option to determine if it is safe to continue after an 
on-track incident.  However, if you don’t report to Black Flag on pit road at end of race 
the clock stops at the time of the incident and you are DQ’d.  This is not a decision 
that is negotiable.  If you do not report, you have DQ’d yourself!  If your Steward has 
concerns that your car is unsafe when you have continued after an incident you may see 
the meatball flag for safety reasons.  If a Scrut sees that your car is ok, you will be 
sent you back out.  

 Car to Car incidents:  For incidents (or any other video you need to share with the 
steward) bring your video of the incident to the tower on an SD Card or Thumb drive. 
Bring extra memory media to the track for this specific purpose.  Be sure the video is 
clearly named and labeled with: 

1. Your name, car number, and session.  
2. The file descriptor on the media that displays the incident 
3. The time of the incident on the video.  You will be required to leave the SD card or 

Thumb Drive with the Stewards assistant (it will be returned later) so be sure to 
bring extra, just in case.”  

 Check your texts for info from the tower.  If you have not signed up for PCA texting, 
go to clubregistration.net and sign up today.  

 PLEASE - If you stop, on or off track, signal a corner worker to let us know you are 
OK!  Otherwise we roll rescue and everyone’s session is affected. 

 Please remember, even when the red mist appears – This is PCA Club Racing and it’s a 
non-contact sport.  We all want it to be Fun and Safe so allow racing room; use your 
mirrors, exercise good judgement and for sure race hard – but safe. 

 

Scrutineers: Joel Nannis, Lori Schutz, Mark Gohlke,  Steve Coomes 

 Scrutineers: will be at black flag during your on-track sessions.  At other times they 
may be roaming through the paddock.  Look for the blue PCA shirt. 
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 Check to be sure you have your run group stickers, helmet stickers, and roll bar tech 
stickers properly displayed. 

 Your Scrut(s) may be electronically collecting data with equipment to measure gearing, 
turbo boost, acceleration, over-spec RPM’s etc.  We will choose cars to inspect by 
random and non-random selections. 

 

Timing & Scoring: Simon Pontin 

 Simon is in the Timing Building.  Please do not visit the Timing Building unless you are 
invited or have a compelling reason to be there.  The stewards are in the Tower, not 
the Timing Building. 

 Change orders, for example adding an Enduro co-driver, will be done through 
Registration, which is in the Headquarters tent. 

Sponsors 

We have terrific national sponsors that contribute significantly to Club Racing.  Please use 
them and thank them, they are listed on the back of our timing sheets. 

For a number of years, local sponsors have contributed significantly to this event: We are 
enormously grateful for the support of those who have stepped up this year to help fund 
this race during an especially difficult time for most businesses.  We cannot put on a race 
without the generous contributions of these sponsors:  

GOLD PLUS Sponsor: 

Decision Technologies 
 
GOLD Sponsors 
Radial Tire 
Euro Pros Collision Center 

 
SILVER PLUS Sponsors: 
INIAV 
TPC Racing 

 

SILVER Sponsors: 

Auto Sportsystems Group  
Bresnahan & Associates Allstate  
Cottages of Mentone 
Dawes Motorsport Development 

DC Automotive 
Effortless Electric 
Fitzwater & Dean, P.L.C. 
Foundry Wealth Advisers 
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H&H Auto Garage 
Hunt Country Homes  
Island of Misfits Garage 
Morais Vineyards & Winery 
Porsche of Silver Spring  
Ruby Summit Point 

Rudtner Racing Group 
SSI Motorsports 
Virginia Contractors Supply, Inc. 
Video Dynamics, Inc 
Wilfre Company 
Zi Inc

 

Local Information 

 Paddock direction is clockwise ALWAYS for EVERYONE. 
 All rental equipment must be removed from the premises by 6 PM on Sunday 
 Friday evening will be happy hour only. Dinner will NOT be provided for drivers 

onsite.  
 Saturday dinner is for everyone – buy tickets at HQ for crew/friends, etc. 
 No motorized track access after the track goes cold and no access at all after 

dark. 
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All Day Gates Open to Race Officials & Key Volunteers
4:00 - 4:30 pm Meeting: National Officials & Key Volunteers  Race HQ Tent                         
5:00 pm Gates Open to All Drivers
5:00 - 7:30 pm Tech Inspection                                              Tech Shed
5:00 - 7:30 pm Driver Registration                                        Race HQ Tent

6:30 - 7:30 am Volunteer Registration                                  Race HQ Tent
6:45 - 8:00 am Volunteer Radio Pickup                          Middle Classroom
7:00am - 4:00pm Driver Registration                                       Race HQ Tent
7:00am - 4:00pm Tech Inspection/Scrutineering                       Tech Shed
7:15 - 7:30 am Corner Worker Meeting                        In Front of Pro Shop
7:35 - 7:50 am MANDATORY DRIVERS Meeting       Race HQ Tent
8:10 - 8:40 am Silver Practice #1 
8:40 - 9:10 am Green Practice #1
9:10 - 9:40 am Blue Practice #1
9:40 - 10:10 am Red Practice #1
10:10 - 10:40 am Silver Practice #2
10:40 - 11:10 am Green Practice #2
11:10 - 11:40 am Blue Practice #2
11:40 am -12:10 pm Red Practice #2
12:10 - 1:10 pm Lunch
1:10 - 1:35 pm Silver Qualifying
1:35 - 2:00 pm Green Qualifying
2:00 - 2:25 pm Blue Qualifying
2:25 - 2:50 pm Red Qualifying
2:50 - 3:20 pm Silver Practice Starts / Fun Race
3:20 - 3:50 pm Green Practice Starts / Fun Race
3:50 - 4:20 pm Blue Practice Starts / Fun Race
4:20 - 4:50 pm Red Practice Starts / Fun Race

4:50 - 6:00 pm
Track Open for Walking. No Motorized Vehicles.    
NO TRACK ACCESS AFTER DARK.

5:00 - 6:00 pm Paddock Happy Hour - Beverage & Snack Carts
Euro Pros Volunteer Friday Dinner   Event Tent
Volunteers Only

PCA Potomac ROCK the SUMMIT Club Race 2021

OFFICIAL SCHEDULE (subject to change)

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

5:30 - 7:30 pm



7:15 am - 5:00 pm Driver/Volunteer/Crew Registration          Race HQ Tent
7:30 - 7:45 am Corner Worker Meeting                        In Front of Pro Shop
7:30 - 8:15 am Volunteer Radio Pickup                         Middle Classroom
7:30 am - 4:30 pm Tech Inspection/Scrutineering                       Tech Shed
7:45 - 8:10 am OPTIONAL  DRIVERS Meeting                 Race HQ Tent
8:30 - 8:50 am Silver Warm-up
8:50 - 9:10 am Green Warm-up
9:10 - 9:30 am Blue Warm-up
9:30 - 9:50 am Red Warm-up
9:50 - 10:30 am Silver Sprint Race #1 (30 min)
10:30 - 11:10 am Green Sprint Race #1 (30 min)
11:10 - 11:50 am Blue Sprint Race #1 (30 min)
11:50 am - 12:30 pm Red Sprint Race #1 (30 min)
12:30 - 2:00 pm Lunch
1:00 - 5:00 pm Enduro Pit Stall Sign-up                              Race HQ Tent
1:00 - 2:00 pm Laps for Charity (Erin Levitas Foundation)
2:00 - 2:40 pm Silver Sprint Race #2 (30 min)
2:40 - 3:20 pm Green Sprint Race #2 (30 min)
3:20 - 4:00 pm Blue Sprint Race #2 (30 min)
4:00 - 4:40 pm Red Sprint Race #2 (30 min)
5:00 pm Charity Silent Auction Bids Close
5:00 - 6:00 pm Radial Tire Happy Hour - Everyone Welcome!  Near Event Tent
5:30 pm Awards Ceremony                                   Happy Hour Podium

Decision Tech Saturday BBQ Dinner                           Event Tent
Drivers & Volunteers Free.  Others with advance purchase.

7:00 pm Silent Auction Closes for Erin Levitas Foundation

7:30 am - 12:00 pm Driver/Volunteer/Guest Registration
7:30 - 8:15 am Volunteer Radio Pickup                            Middle Classroom
8:00 am - 12:00 pm Tech Inspection/Scrutineering                       Tech Shed
8:00 - 8:15 am OPTIONAL ENDURO CREW Meeting       Race HQ Tent
8:30 - 8:50 am Silver Warm-up
8:50 - 9:10 am Orange Enduro Warm-up
9:10 - 9:30 am Yellow Enduro Warm-up
9:30 - 10:10 am Silver Sprint Race #3 (30 min)
10:10 - 11:50 am Orange Enduro Race (90 min)
11:50 am - 12:50 pm Lunch
12:50 - 2:30 pm Yellow Enduro Race (90 min)

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

5:45 - 8:00 pm



Thursday 2:00 to 5:00 pm
Friday & Saturday 7:30 am to 5:00 pm
Sunday 7:30 to 11:00 am

Thursday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Friday, Saturday 7:30 am to 5:00 pm
Sunday 7:30 am to 12:00 pm

Friday & Saturday 7:30 am to 2:00 pm (food); ice and beverages until 4:00 pm
Sunday 7:30 am to 2:00 pm

Friday 9:00 am to 3:30 pm
Saturday 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Sunday 9:00 am to 2:00 pm

Stupid Fast Tires.com (Hoosier & Toyo Tires)

Chez Summit

Summit Point Pro Shop powered by Mach V Motorsports

VENDOR HOURS (Tentative)

Frisby Performance Tire (Pirelli)

Safe Travels Home!  See you next year!


